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Spirit 
Seasons



Acts 1:1 
page 758



The story of Jesus doesn’t end with Jesus. It 
continues in the lives of those who believe in him. 
The supernatural does not stop with Jesus. Luke 
makes it clear that these Christians he wrote 
about were no more a spectator of Jesus than 
Jesus was a spectator of God—they are in on the 
action of God, God acting in them, God living in 
them. Which also means, of course, in us. 
 
Eugene Peterson





Acts 1:15-26 
page 758







Acts 1 
page 758



Acts 1:14 
page 758



Prayer 
Scripture 
Praying Scripture



Acts 1:16a, 20 
page 758



New life begins in the dark.   
 
Barbara Brown Taylor



Peter





Poem: Judas, Peter 
Luci Shaw



Acts 1:21-22 
page 758



With great power the apostles continued to 
testify to the resurrection of the Lord Jesus. 

Acts 4:33



When they had carried out all that was 
written about him, they took him down from 
the cross and laid him in a tomb. But God 
raised him from the dead, and for many days 
he was seen by those who had traveled with 
him from Galilee to Jerusalem. They are now 
his witnesses to our people. 

Acts 13:29-31



The resurrection defines the church, from 
that day to this. The church is either the 
movement which announces God’s new 
creation, or it is just another irrelevant 
religious sect. 

N.T. Wright



Part of Luke’s point is precisely to show how, 
from the beginning, the apostles did what 
they did in light of the scriptures and in the 
context of prayer. 

N.T. Wright



Acts 1:24 
page 758



“Lord, you know everyone’s heart.”



He must become greater;  
I must become less. 

John 3:30





What does it take to live inside 
a story?



What does it take to live inside 
an unfinished story?




